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Avery Dennison
MPI 3000 High Opacity Series
®

™

No more grey, just colours

High opacity films help you optimise your inventory meaning you no longer have to stock both grey and
transparent adhesives. Our Multi Purpose Inkjet 3000
High Opacity series (HOP) gives you all the operational
flexibility you need. This range of self-adhesive
monomeric short-term calendered vinyls offers
high opacity gloss and matt whites, and a choice of
permanent or removable adhesives.
Opacity above 99% means you can use clear adhesive with
any application. The facestock offers good printability and
attractive whiteness levels, making this portfolio an optimal
and cost-effective solution for a wide range of short-term,
promotional applications.
FEATURES
>>Available in Gloss (MPI 3000 HOP) and Matt
(MPI 3020 HOP)
>>Permanent and removable adhesive options
>>95 micron
>>High opacity (above 99%) allows use of clear adhesive
>>Available in all common sizes (1.067/1.37/1.60)

BENEFITS
>>Cuts inventory - no need to stock both clear and
grey adhesives
>>Compatible with all printing platforms, UV, Eco-Mid
Solvent, Solvent and Latex
>>Eye-catching promotions with excellent printability,
whiteness and opacity
>>Easy cutting and application on a wide variety
of substrates
>>Excellent price/performance ratio (indoor &
outdoor promotions)
RECOMMENDED USES
>>Interior and exterior signs, including
over-posting applications
>>Window decoration
>>Promotional, point of sale, advertising applications on
flat surfaces

DISCLAIMER - All Avery Dennison statements, technical information and recommendations are based on tests believed to be reliable but do not constitute a guarantee or warranty. All
Avery Dennison products are sold with the understanding that purchaser has independently determined the suitability of such products for its purposes. All Avery Dennison’s products are sold
subject to Avery Dennison’s general terms and conditions of sale, see http://terms.europe.averydennison.com
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Corporation. All other brands and product names are trademarks of their respective owners. This publication must not be used, copied or reproduced in whole or in part for any purposes other than
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